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INTRODUCTION

This is the fourth review of Organizational Behavior (OB) in six years. The first was published by Mitchell in 1979 (Mitchell 1979) followed by Cummings (1982) and Staw (1984). Four reviews in a relatively brief time period have allowed authors to take a broad perspective on this growing field because they have not had to summarize many years of work in one review.

The present review will use the historical works of the field as a framework for interpretation. Within that framework, the journal literature in OB that appeared in 1983 will be highlighted. In addition, a recurring methodological theme, the level of analysis issue, will be presented. Finally, a strong argument will be made for adopting utility (cost-benefit) analyses as a way (not the only way) of documenting the practical significance of OB.

What is OB?

OB is the confluence of individual, group and organizational studies flowing from Industrial-Organizational (I/O) Psychology, and Organization and Management Theory (OMT) with headwaters in Psychology (Social, Psychometrics), Sociology (Organizational, Work and Occupational), and Management (Scientific, Human Relations). The field is bounded by concern for behavior primarily in profit-making work organizations so the study of public, educational and civic institutions is not usual even though many people work there.

Most OB researchers and theoreticians are currently located in American business schools. Impressive theoretical and practical contributions have also come from England (e.g. Pugh 1981, Trist 1981),
examination of Japanese management and organizational design (e.g. Ouchi 1981, Pascal & Athos 1981), as well as more discipline-oriented programs in Psychology (I/O Psychology) and Sociology (Work and Occupations).

Due to this mixed heritage, the range of issues addressed by OB scholars is very broad indeed ranging from "micro OB" studies of individual employee motivation to "macro OB" studies of organizational structural arrangements (size, span of control, technology) as a function of environmental turbulence. Unfortunately, micro and macro issues have rarely been theoretically integrated much less concurrently studied (Roberts et al 1978), although recently this has been changing.

OB is fundamentally, and perhaps logically, schizophrenic with respect to a focus on organizational survival and effectiveness versus concern for the human element in the organization. The management lineage, concerned with strategies focused on survival, remained relatively uninfluenced by Psychology and Sociology until the early 1960s. Since then, however, management has certainly taken on a more humanistic tone (Perrow 1973, Schein 1980). Industrial-Organizational (I/O) Psychologists, in particular, were attracted by schools of business and by 1971 OB was strong enough to have its own Division of the Academy of Management. While the tension between the disciplines of general management and OB is now frequently difficult to find in business and industry, the tension in business schools between OB and other business disciplines can be felt. Marketers, Finance/Accountants, Management Scientists (those in management who did not "go behavioral") and especially Economists share the common language of dollars while OB speaks the foreign language of motivation, leadership, job satisfaction,
environmental turbulence, and so on. In a business school, OB (including Personnal Management and Organization Theory) is a definite, and different, field.

In summary, OB is a field which experiences numerous healthy tensions yielding differences in foci for theory and research, some of which lead to different perspectives on conducting research, and some of which result in a "we-they" tension in business schools. It will be argued that this tension might be somewhat alleviated if OB researchers paid more attention to the economic benefits of OB (Cascio 1982).

Chapter Organization

The reason why OB encompasses such a wide variety of perspectives is that employee, organizational, and environmental issues are continually in reciprocation (McGuire 1973, Weick 1979). Because reciprocal rather than unidirectional cause and effect relationships predominate, the OB researcher must make judgments about the proper focus or foci for theory and/or research. The two major foci of choice are the individual and his/her group and organizational work context. However, because these foci are in reciprocal relationship, a concentration on any one level frequently makes it appear that the other levels are irrelevant.

For example, an absenteeism problem in an organization cannot be understood as an environmental problem unless the context of the organization is considered (Clegg 1983). The usual approach in OB to understanding absenteeism would be to conduct an individually-focused study by perhaps correlating individual attitudes with absenteeism. This kind of study would make the implicit assumption that individual attitudes is the issue of interest and that individual variance in
attitudes is the major correlate of absenteeism.

An alternative perspective would be that there is something unique about the organization that provides a milieu in which the absenteeism rate is likely to be high (e.g. Smith 1977) and, within that milieu, who will be absent is predictable based on assessments of individual attitudes. By only assessing individual attitudes, the absenteeism problem is, ipso facto, an individual behavioral problem. By having an inter-organizational perspective, absenteeism is an organizational behavior problem. Almost no research in OB concurrently focuses on individual and organizational variance in behavior in an attempt to explain both who does what and in what contexts particular behavior rates occur.

This extended introduction to the organization of the review was necessary because the reviewers dilemma is to both capture the multi-level nature of problems studied in OB and to develop each of the major topics in the field. Resolution of the dilemma resulted in a presentation of separate topics, but with continual reminders of the reciprocity across levels of concern.

The three major topics to be covered are individual (motivation, job attitudes), group and organization (groups, leadership, climate and culture), and productivity and utility.

A number of topics are not explicitly covered: organization structure (including technology, organization-environment relationships), decision-making (by individuals, groups, management), personnel management (selection, appraisal, wage and salary administration), industrial relations (unions), research methodology and
Organization development and change. The latter issues, research methodology and change, are referenced throughout the chapter but only particular issues (ones that fit the writer's biases in both areas?) are mentioned.

INDIVIDUAL FOCI

Worker Motivation

Worker motivation is at the very foundation of OB. The earliest theory and research in what has come to be OB was concerned with understanding why workers failed to behave the way management said it wanted them to behave. Argyris (1957), Herzberg (Herzberg et al 1959), McGregor (1960), and Likert (1961) all made important early statements about worker motivation, generally supporting the thesis that management frustrates rather than facilitates the display of employee energy toward the accomplishment of organizational goals.

The early theories tended to be proposed by organizational diagnosticians (Argyris, Likert), organizational researchers (Herzberg et al), or ex-managers (McGregor). The organizational frame of reference yielded works that ascribed common motives to employees. Unfortunately, the well-trained researchers in the early days of OB translated the theories into individual differences models. This resulted in tests of Argyris' & McGregor's formulations being conducted on many individuals in a setting instead of across many settings. The conclusions to these efforts were a general failure to find support for such formulations and disillusionment of psychologists with the more universally-focused portraits of employee motivation (Campbell & Pritchard 1976).
In contrast, Vroom's (1964) individually-oriented expectancy theory and its early variants (Porter & Lawler 1968) were enthusiastically adopted, which resulted in a flood of research papers. Although only moderately supported by research, this perspective on motivation was consistent with the training of researchers. Because of the necessity to test various nuances in the theory, expectancy theory articles persisted in the literature through the middle 1970s and, recently have begun to appear again. The more recent papers focus on some older issues such as within-versus between-subjects designs (Kennedy et al 1983, Wanous et al 1983) but some newer efforts also appeared. These included the novel long-term prediction of job satisfaction by Pulak and Schmitt (1983) and of stress by Cooke & Rousseau (1983), a potential integration of expectancy theory and goal-setting theory that employs both effort level and direction of effort to predict performance (Katerburg & Blau 1983), and the role of expectancies of success in the decision to pursue job alternatives (Rynes & Lawler 1983).

Paradoxically the more universal formulations about human motivation that were found inappropriate by researchers were more readily adopted by management while expectancy theory never really was (except in the crude form of incentive pay). The reason for this appears to be that managers know they must do things which affect large numbers of workers rather than one individual at a time. Where worker motivation is concerned, then, workers as a group are the target of interest.

One topic that replaced expectancy theory for researchers was goal-setting theory, a work motivation theory unconcerned with individual
differences in needs, desires or instrumentality perceptions the theory is also non-specific with respect to management philosophy about workers but it does seem useful in improving worker productivity (Locke et al 1981). At the moment, this motivation theory is receiving the most research attention. It is fairly well established now that specific, difficult goals accompanied by feedback result in superior performance to general, "do your best" goals and the absence of feedback. Boundary conditions on the general propositions just noted are a focus for study, especially contrasting the effects of participation and goal setting on performance (Latham & Steele 1983; goal setting is superior again), explicating the role of self-regulation vis a vis goal acceptance in the model and research (Erez & Kanfer 1983), and concern for the nature (Matsui et al 1983) and role (Ashford & Cummings 1983) of feedback in performance. This last paper is particularly intriguing when viewed as a vehicle for introducing some individual differences in internal states into the goal-setting paradigm -- the variable is called feedback-seeking behavior (FSB).

A second topic that received attention by researchers interested in motivation was what has come to be called job characteristics research (JCR; Hackman & Oldham 1980). JCR represented a contemporary integration of the Herzberg/McGregor/Argyris perspectives on the relative centrality of the work itself as a motivator of performance with a consistent trend concerned with the role of tasks in the design of organizations (Turner & Lawrence 1965, Hackman & Lawler 1971, Miller 1976). JCR was very prominent during the middle to late 1970s but by 1983 essentially no new work was being published. The relatively nega-
tive review of the topic by Roberts & Glick (1981) may have merely signaled an already existing declining interest in JCR.

That review, essentially a critique of perceptions as "real" data and as distinct from job satisfaction, argued for abandoning JCR as a viable approach to explicating work as a central role in motivation. Perhaps the most damaging idea presented by Roberts & Glick was that perceptions of task characteristics are just that, perceptions, and that they (the perceptions) do not represent the attributes of tasks. Griffin (1983) and Jenkins et al (1983), convincingly show that this is not true, that perceptions are a useful source of data about jobs. Given the long history of successful job analysis work in I/O Psychology, this comes as no surprise (McCormick, 1979).

A work motivation theory that never became as popular as expectancy theory, goal setting or JCR but continues to generate research, is equity theory (Adams 1963). A reformulation of equity theory by Cosier & Dalton (1983) presents the idea that the equity theory formulation most familiar to researchers is ahistorical and that, in laboratory tests, the theory did not take history into account. Cosier & Dalton argue that an important consideration for people in judging equity is the past inequities that have been experienced, that past inequities lead to the "straw that breaks the camel's back."

Equity theory, of course, has provided a useful framework for research on pay in organizations (Lawler 1981). On the one hand it is unfortunate that the theory has typically only been applied to pay (for an exception see Telly et al 1971) but we should be thankful that pay research has at least been able to find a contemporary home (Birnbaum
Some other research on pay has been accomplished recently, especially work having to do with comparable worth issues at hiring (Rynes et al 1983) or the setting of market wages (Schwab & Wichern 1983). Two interesting studies, one of participatively set wages for engineers (Bullock 1983) and the other of tipping in a luxury hotel (Shamir 1983), revealed that when wages are participatively set, workers perceive equity and a performance-pay relationship. In the hotel study, the comparison was between those who receive tips and those who receive only wages. What continues to amaze this reviewer is how little is known about pay and how little it is studied.

In summary, the universalistic motivation theories of Argyris and McGregor are not thought of as motivation theories any longer — now they are theories of organization design, perhaps included under the Quality of Work Life (QWL) rubric (Seashore 1981). This is unfortunate because it removes motivation from the arena of comparative organization studies and fails to entertain the idea that people with different motivations are attracted to different kinds of organizations (Holland 1973, Schein 1978, Schneider, 1983a). Without a macro motivation construct, comparative organization behavior becomes person-less, a study of the anatomy of organizations.

At the other extreme, contemporary motivation theory is relatively devoid of good new testable frameworks depicting internal states. Essentially there is no research on the older need-based formulations or expectancy theory, and gratuitous inclusion of "individual differences" in a piece of research does not make it a motivation study (for an
exception see Kohn & Schooler's 1983 book on work and personality).

Only in the later discussion of research on turnover will internal states return as important for understanding human behavior at work. One could ask "What happened to motivation research?"

**Job Satisfaction and Related Attitudes and Behavior**

There is far more contemporary research on attitudes, specifically job satisfaction, than on motivation. The distinction between the two is that attitudes are evaluations/feelings about objects/conditions/outcomes while motivation refers to the energizing and directing of effort toward the attainment of objects/conditions/outcomes. The idea in job satisfaction research, in particular, is that people are motivated to attain objects/conditions/outcomes and that when attainment is achieved they will feel good.

**Job Satisfaction** One aim of all management and motivation theories is to have a satisfied work force; the differences exist over what management and motivation theorists believe is satisfying. Taylor (1911) believed incentive pay would be satisfying, Herzberg et al (1959) that "motivators" would be satisfying (talk about confusion!), and Alderfer (1972) that attaining desires would be satisfying. The problem is that we have no comprehensive theories of what leads to job satisfaction except, perhaps, for equity theory which specifies quite precisely the conditions for dissatisfaction.

One hypothesis for the importance accorded job satisfaction in OB research is relative ease of study of important issues. For example, what is the relationship between flexi-time (Krausz & Frieback 1983), unions (Berger et al 1983) or status (Golding et al 1983) and job
An alternative hypothesis is that satisfaction is an important human outcome of organizational life. As such it deserves study because the satisfaction people experience in organizations is as much a part of the organization as anything else. This perspective would maintain that meaningful differences in satisfaction exist for members of different organizations and that, as a fact of life, these differences are worthy of study. A few earlier studies supported this perspective (Herman et al 1975, Sutton & Rousseau 1979) as do some recent efforts. For example, Green et al (1983) showed that the market characteristics of branch banks (obtained from archival data) were related to differences in employee satisfaction. More multi-unit and/or multi-organization studies investigating job satisfaction of organizational members as a correlate of larger environmental forces might enhance our knowledge of the human side of organizations especially if those studies are lodged in a meaningful conceptual framework.

A third hypothesis, sometimes supported by the literature, is that satisfaction is a useful predictor of important behaviors like absenteeism (the literature on this is not clear according to Clegg 1983) and turnover (fairly consistent findings according to Youngblood et al 1983); turnover will receive additional attention later.

These three hypotheses as a group suggest the necessity for useful conceptual models of satisfaction itself. As noted earlier, a major inhibition to the development of such a framework has been the continual confounding of motivation and satisfaction (Miner & Dachler 1973). A second problem is the wide variety of individual and organizational
variables that have been shown to be related to job satisfaction (Locke 1976). The combination of poor theory and a wide variety of variables has led to a proliferation of measures making any comparison of findings from different studies difficult.

Perhaps the most useful and simple model of the determinant of global job satisfaction is congruence or fit of the person to the setting because this conceptualization underlies all attempts to study satisfaction (Locke 1976, Tziner 1983). The element to note here is the focus on global job satisfaction because, from a basic research standpoint this is what theories need to predict. They need to predict this because (a) the variety of facets that are potentially predictable is great and (b) the sum of the facets do not appear to be the same as the results obtained from global measures (Scarpello & Campbell 1983). Given a global measure of job satisfaction as a criterion in studies of the antecedents of satisfaction, and the same global measure as a predictor in studies of other criteria of interest, perhaps a grounded theory would emerge that captures the role of satisfaction in organizational studies.

A focus on the fit of people to work settings would, in turn, tend to eliminate studies in which raw personal attributes like age, sex or race are examined. These physiognomic variables are not very interesting even when they correlate with something (and frequently they do not, e.g. Golding et al 1983). It is the psychology or sociology or organizational behavior associated with these variables (e.g. self-esteem, family situation or supervisory behavior) that is relevant, not the demographics per se. This issue will be discussed again under the
Because no accepted taxonomy exists for specifying the kinds of issues to assess in conducting studies on person-environment fit (cf Pervin & Lewis 1978) each researcher specifies the variables of interest. As such studies accumulate, the person and environment variables important for the study of job satisfaction will become evident, as summarized, for example, by Locke (1976). Personality-organization fit (Sterns et al 1983, Wiggins et al 1983) and the fit of personal values with job and organizational characteristics (Butler 1983, Greenhaus 1983) are only two examples of the kinds of interesting research that can be accomplished.

Role Stress Obviously, job satisfaction is not the only job attitude of interest in organizational behavior; role stress (ambiguity and conflict) and organizational commitment have also been foci of study. As with job satisfaction research, theoretical formulations have lagged the proliferation of measures (House et al 1983) and bi-variate studies. Because the hard conceptual work has not preceded data collection (Roberts et al 1978), not only are the results of any one study difficult to interpret but how a study of commitment differs from one on satisfaction and from organizational identification and from role stress is also frequently not clear. For example, in a meta-analytic study Fisher & Gitelson (1983) showed that role conflict and role ambiguity consistently correlate about .20-.35 with organizational commitment, job involvement and various kinds of facet satisfaction; which is what given such apparent intercorrelations is difficult to know in the absence of a nomological net (Morrow 1983). The point is that correlations
of .50, .60 or even .70 certainly do not reflect redundancy; they only do so in the absence of reasonable explanations for why they are not redundant. This is a case where redundancy is presumed in the absence of competing hypotheses for observed data.

The simple bivariate studies of the past on role conflict and role ambiguity appear to have stopped and more complex formulations for these variables in particular and stress, in general, have appeared. For example, Nicholson et al (1983) explored how different kinds of work environments might moderate role stress-satisfaction relationships. Their findings were mixed, as are most moderator variable studies in field settings, but the effort represents the desirable goal of understanding linkages between organizations and member reactions to them.

Jackson (1983) also proposed and tested a more complex formulation of the role of experienced conflict and ambiguity in organizations. She studied nurses' and hospital clericals' participation in decision making as an antecedent to role conflict/ambiguity and then role conflict/ambiguity as antecedents to job satisfaction. The implied hypotheses were supported utilizing a modified Solomon four-group design permitting some more-than-usual causal ordering. Similarly permitting causal inferences, Bateman & Strasser (1983) studied nurse satisfaction in reciprocal causal relationship with job tension in a cross-logged regression design. Apparently nurses are a good, and available, sample for research on stress — Vredenburgh & Trinkhaus (1983) also studied them, as did Murphy (1983) and Sheridan & Abelson (1983).

Murphy's (1983) study is particularly interesting because he
experimentally studied the utility of three stress reduction techniques for nurses (biofeedback, progressive muscle relaxation and, the control condition, self-relaxation). Not only were daily sessions for one hour over two weeks effective in reducing tension for the biofeedback and progressive muscle relaxation groups but at the end of three months these groups reported significantly higher levels of job satisfaction. It may be useful to note that Murphy's study was found in Human Factors, an excellent source for research on stress. It also must be noted that stress reduction experiments are not being reported in the usual OB outlets.

The fact that nurses were available for stress studies suggests a caution regarding drawing conclusions from research efforts on any one occupational group, from any single organization study, or, indeed, from any set of organizational studies where self-selection or volunteerism could be an important factor (Pfeffer 1981). Such caution is obvious when one considers the empirical documentation of differences in person types in different careers (e.g. Holland 1973) and organizations (e.g. Wanous et al 1983). The caution is further substantiated by the finding that behavior-based job analysis information itself (Position Analysis Questionnaire; PAQ) correlates with job stress (Shaw & Riskind 1983), suggesting that people who enter particular jobs are likely to experience high levels of stress.

Shaw & Riskind used archival data for both PAQ data and stress scores for jobs thus eliminating any R-R contamination; their results are thus for jobs and not for individuals. Shaw & Riskind's results were quite strong with some astounding relationships found between PAQ
dimension and job stress indicants. Some multiple correlations of PAQ dimensions against stress were frequently about $R = .60$ (Suicides = .61; Role Conflict = .65; Role Ambiguity = .77; Cardiovascular problems = .71; Respiratory problems = .79). These results suggest that correlations within a job class (like nurses) may be constrained by range restrictions and, perhaps more importantly, that job and (organizational, e.g. Gaines & Jermier 1983, Parker & DeCotiis 1983) differences in stress may only be symptomatic of other important job differences in, for example, satisfaction (Yukl 1981), information-privacy values (Stone et al 1983) and motivation (Litwin & Stringer 1968). These are differences that warrant more attention.

A major category of newer studies of job stress became clear in 1983, research on life-job relationships. While this relationship has had a long history in studies of satisfaction, it is relatively new for job stress (except for some earlier studies of dual career women, Hall & Gordon 1973). Bhagat (1983) and Martin & Schermerhorn (1983), for example, developed frameworks for studying how life events and work factors jointly determine satisfaction and then both physical and mental health (stress for Bhagat).

OB researchers seem not to be crossing over into the more physiological assessment of stress, depending essentially on self-reports of coping, tension and conflict/ambiguity. It could be argued that failure to tie experienced job stress to individual physiological health and/or organizational economic health will prevent OB from influencing major decision-making with both the medical and business establishments (Brief et al 1981).
Organizational Commitment  A major contribution to the commitment literature was presented by Morrow (1983) who summarized research on the five major forms of work commitment: Value focus (e.g., Protestant work ethic), Career focus (career salience), Job focus (job involvement), Organizational focus (organizational commitment and identification), and Union focus (attitudes towards unions). In addition to summarizing work accomplished under each focus, Morrow revealed that much of the literature on work commitment cuts across these various foci. She concluded that (1983:486): "...these concepts are partially redundant and insufficiently distinct to warrant continued separation."

Perhaps one reason for this state of redundancy is the use of existing measures as a source of items for new measures. In studies of job involvement, for example, the Lodahl & Kejner (1965) measure in original or modified form dominated the early literature on work commitment; more recently the Organization Commitment Questionnaire (OCQ; Mowday et al 1982) has been the measure of choice. Examination of the items in the OCQ reveal most of them tap into the feelings of attachment, and intentions to remain attached through effort and physical presence, that have appeared in the literature on job satisfaction and the various foci of work commitment as outlined by Morrow (1983). It is not surprising, then, that when OCQ results are related to other surveys and attachment intentions the results are substantial (Ferris & Aranya 1983).

A few authors have been promoting some new ideas about commitment. Organ and his colleagues (Bateman & Organ 1983, Smith et al 1983), following on the works of Katz & Kahn (1978), present the idea that it
is behaviors that go beyond the job description -- cooperativeness, performance in a crisis -- that define commitment. They call these behaviors organizational citizenship behaviors and show two forms these behaviors take, Altruism (helping other persons) and Generalized Compliance. Conceptualized this way, commitment behaviors can be rated by observers (supervisors) as performance and, when this is done, job satisfaction is found to be quite strongly related to performance ($r = .40$) and, apparently, reciprocally so (Bateman & Organ 1983).

A novel and relevant question regarding commitment was asked by Jackson et al (1983): What happens to people who are committed to working when they experience forced unemployment? In a 3-year longitudinal study, Jackson et al showed: (a) psychological distress is higher for the unemployed than for the employed and (b) this is particularly true for those whose employment commitment was high. The Jackson et al study was conducted in England; in the U.S. an entire issue of Human Resource Management (1983) was devoted to individual and organizational coping under conditions of retrenchment and decline. While the articles are provocative, the reports of research are more directed to practicing human resources consultants and professionals than researchers.

Socialization Some interesting new directions were noted in studies of socialization to work. Socialization can be conceptualized as an organization's formal and informal attempts to influence employees' future attitudes (and behavior but attitudes has been the focus). Past research has tended to be concerned almost exclusively with what organizations do to people (Van Maanen, 1976) and how people experience
and cope with these attempts to help the newcomer learn the ropes (Louis 1980). More recent work has introduced the idea that people approach new jobs from different experiential backgrounds so the outcomes of the "same" socialization processes may differ across people (Jones 1983a). In a similar paper, Louis et al (1983) showed that socialization practices are differentially available to newcomers and that some practices are more helpful than others. Finally, Feldman & Brett (1983) showed that people are proactive in their own socialization in that they seek social support and help from others. Feldman & Brett's paper is one of very few examples to include the role of the person in socialization research (Schneider 1983b).

Putting these three papers together suggests an interesting framework for research on socialization: availability of various formal and informal organizational practices x prior experience of newcomer x level of proactive behavior of newcomer = job attitudes and behavior. Perhaps explicating the variety of ways by which people can become socialized to work can explain some of the differences found in research on the realistic job preview (RJP, Breaugh 1983). That is, the RJP has been researched as a process equally applicable to all newcomers but the proposed framework suggests at least two individually-based sources of variability in effects, level of prior work experience and level of proactive behavior. Individual differences have not received attention in either the RJP or socialization research literatures (Schneider 1983b) but these recent writings suggest some possible projects.

**Turnover**  
Turnover and absenteeism are the criteria most often used in studies concerned with the job attitudes reviewed above. In fact, studies
in OB so frequently focus on these withdrawal behaviors that Staw (1984) made them a focus of his review; as such, the background of the study of turnover is not presented here and, because research on absenteeism was rare, that topic is not addressed at all.

The 1983 literature on turnover continues to focus on the early participation model of March & Simon (1958), the more elaborate "intermediate linkages" version presented by Mobley et al (1979), or a matching model patterned after the work adjustment theory of Lofquist & Dawes (1969) and Wanous (1980). Jackofsky & Peters (1983a), for example, tested the March & Simon proposition that a combination of perceived ease of movement and the perceived desirability of one's present job predicts actual movement. A twist in their study was the criterion: internal movement vs. movement to another organization. Their results supported the hypothesis that the desirability of a job helps predict job (internal) movement better than it predicts movement to another organization.

Incidentally, in another paper they (1983b) suggest that people with higher levels of ability may experience greater perceived ease of movement but that model has not yet been tested.

In another twist on March & Simon, Motowidlo (1983) deduced that pay was a critical issue in turnover, specifically current pay satisfaction and future pay expectations. He showed in a 19-month study that pay satisfaction, but not pay expectations, was a stronger correlate of turnover than general satisfaction but that, as usual (Mobley 1982), turnover intentions were the strongest correlate of turnover.

Mobley's (1982) model in fact attempts to explicate what leads to turnover intentions precisely because intentions are the immediate
cause of turnover. Spencer et al (1983) and Youngblood et al (1983) both showed the value of various linkages in understanding this cognitive model of the individual turnover process. The Youngblood et al study is an important effort because of the unusual care taken to (a) explicate and operationalize the model, (b) obtain multiple (three or four years) time-period assessments, and (c) obtain a sufficiently large sample for testing multiple linkages (N = 1445). This care responds to many of the criticisms of turnover research raised in an excellent methodological and conceptual critique of turnover and absenteeism research by Clegg (1983).

Another noteworthy longitudinal, multi-phase effort was conducted by Rusbult & Farrell (1983) who tested an investment model of turnover. Their approach was to monitor how various costs and benefits change for individuals over time and to examine how these changes are reflected in turnover. They showed that those who left experienced a decline in job commitment over time which was associated with a decline in rewards, an increase in costs and a decrease in investment size, with costs and investments increasing in importance over time. Such results provide support for the ideas that turnover is a process and that the process can be monitored.

Sheridan & Abelson (1983) explicitly tested a dynamic decision process model using job tension and organizational commitment as key variables. Employing a catastrophe (discontinuous) framework, they were able to show that the turnover process is characterized by discontinuity (abrupt shifts followed by relative stability) and that when this characteristic of the process is considered, more accurate predictions of
leavers is possible. In support of Rusbuilt & Farrell, Sheridan &
Abelson also showed that changes in commitment over time are important
for understanding differences between stayers and leavers. In addition,
like Zedeck et al (1983), tension was also an important issue.

The Sheridan & Abelson and Rusbuilt & Farrell papers address one of
Clegg's (1983) major conclusions, that the major conceptual correlate of
turnover is failure to have individuals "pulled in" rather than them being
"pushed out" of organizations. Conceptually, then, commitment to the
organization should be superior to satisfaction as predictors of turnover.
In his own work, Clegg shows this to be so and Mowday et al (1982)
support the conclusion as well. These results also suggest the potential
importance of socialization to the work setting as a determinant of
turnover.

These are exciting developments in the prediction and understanding
of individual turnover. However, it is not time to be sanguine for it
is clear that understanding the cognitive processes of individuals as
they consider their futures yields relatively little direct insight into
what interested organizations can do to improve retention rates. That
is, it may be one problem to be able to predict which of a group of
people is more likely to leave but another problem to change the rates
at which people, collectively, leave. The issue here is one of
emphasizing the slope of the regression line rather than its intercept,
of asking can we predict and understand individual differences in
turnover versus can we change our turnover rate.

As an example of the latter issue, consider the Katz & Tushman
(1983) study which asks: how does a supervisor's behavior at t₁, relate
to his subordinates' eventual turnover at $t_2$? In other words, are the rates of turnover different for different supervisors? In fact, Katz & Tushman showed that young R & D engineers who worked for gatekeeper supervisors (really those with high external liaison activity) at $t_1$, were far more likely to still be employed at $t_2$ (5 years later).

Of course, across a number of supervisors, their gatekeeper behavior could be used as a direct correlate of individual subordinate behavior by assigning to each subordinate his or her supervisor's behavior. However, as noted earlier, there exist precious few examples of this kind of analysis (see Bowers 1983 for an exception) and, except in productivity intervention efforts to be described later, there are essentially no OB studies of turnover rates for organizations.

**Summary**
The literature on job satisfaction and other job attitudes is characterized by a focus on the assessment of post-organization entry experiences (job satisfaction, role stress, commitment) as correlates of other organizational attributes (flexitime, participation in decision-making, socialization) and outcomes (turnover, absenteeism). A problem noted with the literature was one concerning redundancy of measures across attitude constructs due to insufficient conceptual clarity. Even so, some encouraging conceptual and empirical work on commitment and socialization were noted.

Contrary to this reviewer's expectations, the "social construction of reality" (SCR) movement (Salancik & Pfeffer 1978) does not seem to have received recent research attention. When it did, little or equivocal support for it was found (Griffin 1983, Jenkins et al 1983). This is not surprising to the present author for, as noted elsewhere
(Schneider 1983b) much of the conceptual support for the SCR construct was derived from one-shot laboratory studies devoid of meaningful frames of reference in which laboratory subjects could interpret their experiences.

Finally, a brief survey of the turnover research conducted in 1983 revealed some excellent conceptual and methodological efforts. They, collectively, extend our knowledge about the turnover process and clearly show a capability to make useful predictions.

GROUP AND ORGANIZATIONAL FOCI

There has always been a certain tension between OB researchers who take a more micro focus (on motivation and job attitudes) and those who study other units of analysis. The issue here is more than one of just letting each party "do their own thing" because the differences in foci lead to different levels of conceptualization and, thus, the use of different levels of analysis (Mossholder & Bedeian 1983a,b). Clarity about the level or unit of analysis problem is central to avoiding the ecological fallacy. The ecological fallacy is the OB researchers' equivalent of anthropomorphizing in biology — attributing characteristics to a unit of analysis different from the one studied (what Mossholder & Bedeian call cross-level inferences). Simply stated, if groups or organizations are studied one can only say something about the rates of behavior in a group or organization because predictions about particular individuals are not possible.

Group and organizational research looks loose and sloppy to individually oriented researchers because, of necessity, more macro/inclusive variables (management philosophy, inter-group competition) are
assessed. Fine-grained, micro data on individuals are not useful, much less required, when attempting to predict competitiveness in a particular market or industry. **Focus**, or the criterion of interest, pushes the level at which the research will be conceptualized. The question of concern in evaluating research should not be "does the research meet some arbitrary micro standards" but "does the research achieve prediction and understanding of the criterion of interest?" When research is thought of this way, **good research allows for prediction and understanding only for criteria of interest, not for all criteria** -- this is why anthropologists can be accurate in the generalizations they make about norms surrounding male-female relationships, food-gathering or warfare that characterize a culture but might be inaccurate when predicting the behavior of a particular person in that culture.

This long introduction to the group and organization topics was intended to highlight a problem many psychologists wonder about, namely how does one study a whole organization when we have enough difficulty studying individuals? The answer is: we change what we look at and how we look at it. We look at planets not atoms with a telescope; we follow Thorngate's (1976) rule that because it is not possible to be specific, accurate and general at the same time, no one piece of research can be expected to answer all relevant questions at all relevant levels of analysis.

**Leadership and Management**

Leadership and management are topics that, on the surface, one would suspect would be researched concurrently but this is not true (Filley et
al 1976, Campbell et al 1970). It follows from the introductory notes to the section on group and organization studies that if micro OB researchers study leadership, they will focus on the attributes and behaviors of leaders of clearly defined groups. Conversely if macro OB people study management, they will concentrate on the attributes and behaviors of people who manage in larger systems where what and who in being managed is not easily defined. In the early history of leadership studies, researchers were primarily psychologists untrained in business but well-versed in trait and group studies. These researchers studied the traits, either personality (Stogdill 1948) or behavior (Fleishman 1953a), of leaders in interpersonal interaction with each other. These studies tended to ignore the non-interpersonal facets of managing (financial, informational, political); in fact, Stogdill's (1974) Handbook of Leadership failed to index the word management.

Because numerous recent and excellent reviews of leadership and management have recently appeared (Bass 1981, Yukl 1981), none of the major frameworks are presented in detail. Suffice it to say that, like motivation, 1983 was not a good year for more traditional topics of research: no papers appeared on behavior trait approaches (consideration and initiating structure); Fiedler's (1967) contingency theory, especially the use of the Least-Preferred Coworker (LPC) measure, was still controversial (see Vecchio's 1983 reply to Strube & Garcia's 1981 meta-analytic data supporting Fiedler); other contingency theoretical approaches (e.g. House 1971) received little attention (see Wofford & Srinarasan 1983, for an exception) vertical Dyadic Linkage (VDL) theory (Dansereau et al 1975) received one extensive test (Rosse & Kraut 1983).
with, at best, moderate support, and Vroom & Yetton's (1973) decision-based theory received no attention.

On the management side, a similarly bleak picture exists with almost no research on what managers do (a la Mintzberg, 1973), nor, obviously, what they do that makes them effective. Campbell et al (1970) would be saddened by the failure to develop the kinds of behavior taxonomies of managerial work that would build on the early job analyses performed by Hemphill (1959).

Apparently only Lau and his associates (Lau et al 1980, Lau & Parett 1980, Parett & Lau 1983) and McCall and his colleagues (McCall et al 1978) have recently pursued the development of measures of managerial activities that pattern the classical management functions (e.g. planning, organizing) as supplemented by Mintzberg's (1973) data on what Chief Executive Officers do. Lau and his co-workers have not only developed a job analysis-based set of managerial behaviors but have shown how different kinds of management jobs (functional specialty, e.g., sales/marketing, production/engineering) require different patterns of behaviors for effectiveness. This line of research, building on job analysis methodology (cf. McCormick 1979) and supplemented by a focus on effectiveness could prove useful if used as a basis for the design of additional techniques to assess and predict managerial effectiveness. The word "additional" is used because, contrary to some textbook treatment of the role of individual differences in the prediction of management effectiveness, the trait approach (especially via the assessment center method) is alive and well (Schmitt & Schneider 1983).
In fact a development in leadership and management has been a renewed focus on traits as correlates of effectiveness. The newer efforts focus on cognitive complexity or cognitive style (Robey & Taggart 1981) defined as the way people process and evaluate information. Exactly what is new here is not clear because some of the measures being employed are quite old (e.g., Embedded Figures Test, Myers-Briggs Type Indicator) and are suspect in terms of traditional psychometric standards (Schweiger 1983). Especially the MBTI seems to enjoy popularity with consultants despite, as Schweiger notes, negative reviews of its psychometric properties.

Whether particular traditional personality tests can be effectively used to predict leadership and/or management behavior across various situations must still be questioned. Note that the question is not whether particular personality tests (or other relevant measures of individuals) can predict but which particular ones can predict for which jobs in which situations (Schneider 1983b, Yukl 1981).

Perhaps what is required is a new way of thinking about leader or manager attributes if the goal is to make predictions based on one or more universal measures of some individual difference or differences. In Interactional Psychology, the concept of coherence is used to describe a person for whom behavioral differences from setting to setting is characteristic (Magnusson & Endler 1977). Thus, consistency in behavior for a coherent person would be change, but similar change when confronting the same or similar situations. A considerable amount of evidence exists to support situational specificity of behavior in general (Mischel 1968) and for managers, in particular (James & White...
A conclusion that some have reached based on these findings is that people do not have stable predispositions that guide their behavior and, therefore, behavior is not predictable based on the assessment of predispositions. This is an incorrect conclusion for two reasons: (a) behavior in work organizations, as noted earlier, is predictable, and (b) people can behave coherently (flexibly), changing in ways that are characteristic for them as they move from one situation to another (Bowers 1973; Mischel 1973).

A major contribution to this line of thinking was published by Kenny & Zaccaro (1983). Using as data a reanalysis of a rotation design study (each person is confronted by different situations, both members and tasks, that provide an opportunity for leadership), Kenny & Zaccaro showed that between 49% and 82% of leadership variance can be accounted for by some "stable" characteristic. Perhaps the stable characteristic is flexibility or, as it is known in the assessment center literature, "behavior flex." While numerous writings address a personality characteristic such as flexibility (e.g. Mischel 1973), paper and pencil measures focused on behavior flex appear to be nonexistent. Some measures, like Miner's (1978) Sentence Completion Blank, might be adapted for future use in this area.

In summary, research studies of leadership and management appear to be in a somewhat similar position as motivation; there is a dearth of new activity. One possible explanation for this is the absence of a link between leadership and management and organizational effectiveness. Thus, while studies of OD interventions targeted on management and supervision tend to result in positive improvements for various hard
criteria (Katzell & Guzzo 1983, Nicholas 1982), the correlational studies of the past have not yielded the kinds of systems-oriented results desired; this is probably due to the focus on narrow, micro criteria (Yukl 1981) to the exclusion of macro indices of systems effectiveness. Again, as with motivation theory, the initial focus on the enterprise somehow yielded research at the individual level of analysis.

Perhaps it is time to return to a macro level integration of motivation and leadership/management theory. It is sometimes difficult to remember that early OB scholars viewed motivation and management as essentially two faces of the same coin: management's role was to create conditions for subordinate motivation and commitment (Argyris 1957, McGregor 1960). In those early treatises, the relatively sloppy criteria of organizational functioning and organizational health were the outcomes of interest. Recent excellent work by Nicholas (1982) in summarizing the importance of systems-wide interventions that necessarily involve management, and which focus explicitly on improving general levels of staff motivation through OD, show just how much we really can positively affect organizational effectiveness.

More general, systems, perspectives on leadership and management could move us closer to capturing the complex, multi-pressured, juggling, hip-shooting but planful nature of management jobs and the crucial role even (especially?) the lowest level supervisor plays in organizational growth and survival. Perhaps when it is recognized that managers are the real cause of efficient organizational subsystem functioning (Katz & Kahn 1978) and design (Van de Ven & Joyce 1981),
then the research that is needed will be accomplished at the level of analysis required (Roberts et al 1978) and over the time periods necessary for the observation of real growth (Kimberly & Miles 1980). The publication of a simulation of managers at work, a kind of group assessment center called Looking Glass, Inc. (Lombardo et al 1983), might facilitate this kind of work.

Groups

One level of analysis not yet addressed is the group. It is interesting to realize that an entire section on leadership and management never required the mention of groups. Leavitt (1975) argues that it is possible to ignore groups because American industry and American psychologists have implicitly subscribed to an individualistic design for organizations making individuals, not groups, the focus of interest. Given an American value system that emphasized the individual it can be expected that both management and management's psychologists would focus on the role individuals play in organizational effectiveness. Leavitt argues that if we took groups seriously, then groups not individuals would be the building block of organizations. Then we would select, train, pay, promote, design jobs for, fire and so on on groups rather than individuals. Only when organizations are literally designed around the group, he says, will groups be an important focus of study.

Likert's (1961) framework for describing organizations emphasized groups and the socio-technical systems literature also reflects this emphasis (Pasmore & Sherwood 1978, Trist 1981) but, for the most part, OB researchers have yielded the study of groups to OD. In fact, previous OB Annual Reviews have not discussed groups leaving the topic
to social psychology (McGrath & Kravitz 1981) or as a component of Organization Development (OD; Alderfer 1977).

There are a few critical exceptions to the abandonment of the study of work groups to being vehicles for intervention and change in organizations. One exception is the intergroup conceptualization, a way of viewing the multifaceted way group memberships are a source of knowing and behaving (Alderfer 1983). A second exception, in some ways quite similar to intergroup theory, is called social systems or organizational demography. This theory emphasizes the role of inter-generational differences that arise from regeneration processes in organizations (Pfeffer, 1983). A third theme concerns the continued attempt to describe various facets of group structure as correlates of group or team performance (Bass 1980). Parathetically it is worth noting that of these three contemporary foci on groups only the team performance issue summarized by Bass (1980) received attention in the last Annual Review of groups (McGrath & Kravitz 1981).

**Intergroup Theory**  
Intergroup theory (Alderfer 1983, Brown 1983, Smith 1983) is an emerging set of constructs for conceptualizing not only groups but individuals, organizations and nations. The logic of intergroup theory is that interactions between people at any level of analysis (individuals, groups, etc) represent the effects of group memberships. In its most reductionist form this perspective is a view of individuals as a composite of group memberships (sex, race, management, generation, school and so on) and in its most expanded form it emphasizes the embedded nature of groups, i.e. every group is always embedded in other groups (units in an organization in an industry in a
market in a society, and so on) and, thus, behavior is a product of multilevel embeddedness. For example, two work groups composed of the "same" people but functioning in different functions (sales vs. engineering) would not be the "same" people.

There are two major kinds of groups according to intergroup theory: identity groups (e.g. gender, ethnicity, and family), and organizational groups (e.g. tasks, and hierarchy; Smith 1983). Generally speaking, intergroup theorists deny the relevance of single identity group characteristics like sex or ethnicity arguing that it is the psychological component of identity attributes, not the attributes themselves, that are important. Thus research in 1983 on sex correlates of leadership (Garland et al 1983) or commitment (Bruning & Snyder 1983, Graddick & Farr 1983, Lacy et al 1983) all failed to support the idea that sex was an important variable (for a counter-argument see Heilman 1983). The point in intergroup theory is that constellations of identity and organizational group characteristics are meaningful ways of characterizing people and that a single attribute would probably not be useful.

Alderfer (1983) has presented a very clear and thorough review of the history and current thinking on intergroup theory, including applications of the theory to understanding issues as diverse as group composition, organizational culture and the teaching of OB in schools of management. The review is an excellent source of insight into group processes in general because it asks the reader to think about groups from a new perspective.

Demographics Pfeffer (1983) has proposed that an overlooked issue in
understanding OB concerns the nature of cohorts inside organizations. He argues that the presence of clearly defined demographic cohorts may lead to conflict between cohorts over various resource issues and that, within cohorts, group solidarity and a "we-they" mode of thinking might emerge.

The presence of generational differences in organizations has been noted before (e.g. Alderfer 1971) and they are included explicitly in intergroup theory. What is unique about the demographic approach is its exclusive emphasis on generational cohort differences to the exclusion of other group or individual characteristics. Perhaps more interesting is the apparent power of this focus on generational differences in an organization to account for important differences in organizationally relevant outcomes.

For example, McCain et al (1983) presented results showing that a significant portion of the variance in the turnover rates of faculty in 32 academic departments could be accounted for by demographic indices over and above the variance accounted for by such department attributes as size or budget per faculty.

Pfeffer suggests that intergenerational differences may help account for conflict between groups including power struggles over scarce resources. Research to support such an hypothesis is presented by him as well as by Alderfer, suggesting the utility of a group focus in attempting to understand various organizational phenomena.

Group Structure and Team Performance
Group structure here refers to what Bass (1980) means by the interaction (more technically the intersection) of member characteristics (demographics, abilities), task
characteristics and group design (interpersonal relationships, group training and experience). In his review of team or group performance Bass showed that, other things being equal, interaction processes within a group are the determinant of effectiveness. Unfortunately, actual interaction processes in groups have not been a focus of contemporary research so little is known about the micro facets of interaction that are critical for effectiveness (Hackman 1983).

Some thinking exists, however, about the idea that training a group to be cooperative/interactive may not be as important as previously imagined; that the conditions in which the group must function (the "climate" of the situation) is the major determinant of cooperativeness (Boss 1983, Hackman 1983). For example, Hughes et al (1983) showed that, following team development, long-term changes in both team climate and performance were observed but probably only because the situations to which the teams returned were ones that supported and expected the changes.

In a wide-reaching paper on group structure, performance and organizational context, Pearce & David (1983) reached a similar conclusion. They developed the argument that previous research on the relationship between organizational design and group performance has yielded conflicting results because different group structures emerge under different organization design properties. Thus, they note, in a mechanistic vs. organic organization different patterns of connectedness, centrality, differentiation, evaluation formation, and so on can be expected. It follows that different performance outcomes should also emerge. The framework developed by Pearce & David yields a number of
testable hypotheses and suggests possibilities for integrating group and organization design foci in OB. Schneider (1983a) has presented a similar argument. He notes that particular kinds of people are attracted to and selected by organizations and leave if they do not fit. The result of what he calls the attraction-selection-attrition cycle is a relatively homogenous group of similar people. In his framework, then, the people are both the group and the context.

Boss (1983), in another paper, showed how group functioning can be attributed to the group's context. He attempted to counter the team building regression effect noted by Beer (1980) and others (Berney 1983). This effect, similar to one documented in the training of foremen more than 30 years ago (Fleishman 1953b), is revealed when immediate post-training assessments fails to be transferred to the work setting (Goldstein 1980). To enhance the support of team building, Boss had the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) meet (usually) biweekly with unit supervisors to facilitate their mutual support of the process. Results across some 23 groups in both the public and private sector suggest the benefits of such Personal Management Interviews (PMI) as vehicles for reducing regression effects.

In the traditional social psychological literature the context in which the group must function is a generally unresearched area yet both the intergroup and team development perspectives on work groups suggest its potential importance for any understanding of the role of groups at work. Perhaps a failure to focus on the embedded nature of groups in organizations has, in fact, resulted in so much inconsistency in field study findings that it drives much of the fine-grained research into the
laboratory. In addition, a contextual orientation drives most of the field efforts to having groups be only one component of systems-wide OD efforts (Hackman 1983). Summaries of OD efforts suggest that this is the case (Katzell et al 1977, Nicholas 1982), that groups are only one of many foci in OD efforts. Teasing out the effects of groups-based interventions in larger OD efforts will be very difficult. This is especially true if findings like those presented by Scarpello (1983) continue to emerge. His results suggest the possibility that OD interventions may have systems effects without being reflected in group or individual changes. The interpretation of his results is difficult because of some methodological problems Scarpello faced but they serve to caution against the assumption that a change at one level will necessarily be reflected in change at another level.

Hackman (1983) integrated much of the early literature on small groups with the OD perspective on groups in his pursuit of a normative model of group effectiveness. He also shows how work group context is strategically important in understanding team effectiveness. This is especially true with respect to information about the goals of the group and access to such data as the consequences of adopting different group strategies and achieving different outcomes. In addition to context, Hackman emphasizes the critical nature of group design (structure of task, composition of groups, establishment of norms) and group synergy (actual follow-through on planning and implementing). Hackman's normative model not only specifies what should exist for effective team functioning but the role of management in facilitating those conditions. This model is a call for action at the organizational level and an
assignment of responsibility for making groups a focus, not the focus of attempts to improve organizations.

Summary The three foci of this section, Intergroup and Demography Theory, and Teams, represent a dramatic change from the more traditional groups literature. That literature was characterized by single laboratory studies of communication patterns, cohesiveness, coalition formation or interpersonal attraction (McGrath & Kravitz 1981). The change suggests rich theoretical and normative frameworks for achieving Leavitt's (1975) plea to take groups in the work context seriously.

Organizational Climate and Culture

The review of the work group literatures makes the embedded nature of behavior in work settings quite clear from an wholistic conceptual perspective. The idea that groups and organizations have cultures or climates has been acknowledged through research since Lewin et al's (1939) research on creating social climates (authoritarian, democratic, laissez-faire). Climate, in particular, has a relatively rich history in OB, probably because the definition and measurement problems have generated some interesting research efforts both in the laboratory (Litwin & Stringer 1968) and the field (Jones & James 1979) as well as critical commentary (Guion 1973, Woodman & King 1978). While there have only been a few active researchers of climate itself, the term is used by almost everyone who studies Quality of Work Life (QWL), OD, or innovation (the group researchers retain the more central "context").

Most people who use the term climate are referring to interpersonal practices (the social climate). When used this way it refers to both formal and informal policies and activities that are typical of the way
peers relate to each other ("open") and/or the "style" that characterizes superior-subordinate relationships ("trusting"). But climate has also been used as a shorthand for describing other sets of formal and informal policies and activities that reward, support and expect service (Schneider et al 1980), safety (Zohar 1980) and innovation (Ahbey & Dickson 1983), among others (Schneider & Reichers 1983).

Climate research, which came out of the Gestalt Psychology tradition after Lewin (Schneider 1975), like Gestalt Psychology seems to have died from acceptance. Although there are certainly conceptual and methodological advances still to be made in climate research (Mossholder & Bedeian 1983a, Schnake 1983), it now seems clear that multiple dimensions of policies and activities relevant to a particular issue (interpersonal relationships, service) can be reliably and validly assessed.

Although used interchangably for years (e.g. Katz & Kahn 1966, 1978) the climate and the culture constructs are apparently in opposite patterns of descendence and ascendance. Culture is not only academically prominent (an entire issue of Administrative Science Quarterly and Organizational Dynamics in 1983) but prominent in business and industry as well. For example, In Search of Excellence (Peters & Waterman 1982) has been a number one best seller for many months (see Carroll 1983 for a an insightful critique of Peters & Waterman as research ).

Recent writers on culture, like writers on climate before them (Guion 1973), have generally failed to reference earlier works going by a different name. So, almost no reference is made to climate research
in the ASQ issue (e.g. Smircich 1983) despite some overlapping theory (Schneider & Reichers 1983). There also appears to be essentially no overlap in research methods. Culture researchers favor more qualitative and/or case study methodologies (Gregory 1983) compared to the survey methods most often used in climate research (Schneider 1975). At one level, one hopes that culture researchers will pay as much attention to the collection of data and to the nuances of their ethnomethodology (Morgan 1984, Van Maanen 1979) as climate researchers tended to adhere to the psychometric tradition. At another level, one agrees with Daft (1983) that perhaps the choice is not between ethnomethod (qualitative) and psychometric (quantitative); that researchers should capitalize on ways to profit from application of the whole of the research craft, not just parts of it.

Culture is thought to be a deeper construct than climate has been. Whereas climate researchers have been concerned with the dimensions or facets of policies and activities that characterize particular organizational phenomena (service, innovation), culture scholars want to understand (a) the norms and value systems that give rise to the policies and activities (Jones 1983b, Sathe 1983) and (b) the modes by which the norms and values are communicated and transmitted (Schall 1983).

In pursuit of these goals, research focuses on meaning — the meaning people attach to policies and activities and the mechanisms by which meaning is transmitted and shared (Barley 1983, Mitroff 1983) and becomes part of the ego of organizational members (Broms & Gahmberg 1983). Of special interest to researchers of culture is the role myths and stories play as vehicles for transmitting meaning (Koprowski 1983,
Smith & Simmons (1983, Wilkins 1983), thus providing the "glue" for the sharing of meaning. Joyce & Slocum (1982, 1984) found a novel technique for revealing how organization members share meaning. They administered climate questionnaires to employees, converted item responses into profiles and cluster analyzed the resultant individual profiles. The resultant clusters represented groups of employees who literally shared meaning. In fact, the clusters reproduced known groupings (functions, jobs) of employees.

Some other interesting findings are emerging from the energy being focused on the culture construct, especially when the research has a comparative focus. For example, Martin et al. (1983) argue that seven kinds of stories seem to occur in diverse kinds of organizations. Through script and content analysis of stories, the following types emerged (some names are mine): rule-breaking, founder, rags to riches, reductions in force (rif), relocation of employees, reactions to mistakes, and organizational coping. Of course, although these are common story types, their frequency profile from organization to organization could be a useful diagnostic.

Wilkins & Ouchi (1983) present data to show however, that every organization does not have a distinct culture -- distinct meaning different from others and/or different from the larger environment of which it is a part. Conversely, Riley (1983) and Martin & Siehl (1983) find that organizations frequently have subcultures and countercultures, respectively! It seems obvious that, depending on one's focus (level of analysis) both findings are possible.

Climate and, more recently, culture seem to have taken OB full
circle to the idea that organizations are a viable behavioral unit of analysis; that organizations themselves can be described in terms of patterns of activities (Argyris 1957), philosophies (McGregor 1960), and unit relationships (Likert 1961).

One thing that has been learned in the interim, mostly implicitly, is that to describe organizations requires macro level research methods and foci that fit the descriptive terminology of organizations; that to conduct research on individuals as individuals as the unit of analysis is important and interesting but not when trying to understand and predict an organization's behavior (Mossberger & Bedeian 1983a). A second principle has been that at each level of analysis at which important and interesting research can be conducted, the next larger unit in which the behavior of interest is embedded will also have an impact (Alderfer 1983). This principle has both practical and methodological implications. On the practical side it says that when changing anything to achieve a goal, the context of the change also needs to be at least considered and, probably, also changed.

Methodologically the implication is that a study that includes data derived from a focus on only one unit of analysis will yield relatively weak relationships because phenomena exist at multiple levels of analysis and need to be assessed at multiple levels (Wallace 1983). Thus, individually-based motivation studies of performance or turnover on the one hand, or group-based studies of group output on the other hand cannot be expected to yield strong findings because the unit of analysis being studied is embedded in, and affected by, at least the next level of analysis.
It is very important here to differentiate "affected by" from "moderated by." All of the research that is called contingency (or "it depends") research, is of the "moderated by" form. These efforts have yielded an infinite regress to more dependencies and few significant findings (Schneider 1983). The argument being presented here is that different levels of analysis have direct (linear) effects on behavior. For example, the linear logic suggests that individual motivation and group structure correlate with individual behavior not that group structure moderates the relationship between individual motivation and individual behavior. Also, the logic implies that group effectiveness would be a linear function not only of group characteristics but of the larger context of the group itself.

This view of the behavior in and of organizations takes an wholistic perspective (Astley & Van de Ven 1983, Wallace 1983) similar to the one implicitly used in OD (Asplind et al 1983, Bartunek 1983) and organization design (Van de Ven & Joyce 1981). This perspective will be useful in the discussion of productivity that follows.

Productivity

In the past few years a number of researchers have addressed the potential for behavioral science approaches to resolve organizational problems, especially productivity problems. These scholars have searched the research literature and cataloged the kinds of interventions that have proved effective; these will be summarized below.

There are three major reasons for summarizing these findings. First, it is very important for the science that inferences about the real world of organizations be tested in that world. Because most of OB
research is at best quasi-experimental in method and, more likely is merely one-shot correlative, any relationships that are established, and any inferences that are made about what can be changed to yield a desired effect, must be tested. The question is: is there validity to the inferences that have been made?

A second reason to summarize these findings is to encourage more of an integration of the OB and organization change literatures. Past chapters on OB have failed to address intervention successes while chapters on change (Friedlander & Brown 1974, Alderfer 1977, Faucheux et al 1982) have tended to focus on change processes, rather than on the variables being changed or the dependent variables being studied (see Staw 1984 for a review of dependent variables in OB). Here the focus will be on the latter topics and no claim whatever is made that this is a review of the organizational change literature.

Third, it will become clear that the literature on productivity interventions suggests that theories of behavior in and of organizations appear to have considerable validity for achieving productivity improvements. Given this success, it will be argued that OB researchers should address the potential economic benefits of their findings as a vehicle for (a) bringing about a rapprochement with other areas of business study and, (b) more importantly, educating business, industry and government to the very large (e.g. Hunter & Schmidt 1983) potential benefits of research and intervention in OB.

Literature Summarizing Productivity and OB

Katzell & Guzzo (1983) summarized the more extensive works by Katzell et al (1977) and Guzzo & Bondy (1983), each of whom reviewed worker
productivity experiments in the U.S. for 5 year periods. Thus, the Katzell & Guzzo data cover the period 1971-1981.

Katzell & Guzzo reviewed only studies in which an independent variable was actually manipulated and which had at least one concrete measure of productivity as a dependent variable. Their content analysis of 107 experiments revealed 11 types of interventions: Recruitment and selection, Training and instruction, Appraisal and feedback, Goal setting, Financial compensation, Work redesign, Supervisory methods, Organization structure/design, Decision-making techniques, Work schedules, and Sociotechnical systems redesign.

The effects of these interventions were evaluated against three major criteria, worker output (quantity, quality, or cost effectiveness), withdrawal behaviors (turnover, absenteeism), and work disruptions (accidents). Most of the studies used worker output (57%), then withdrawal behaviors (34%), then disruptions.

Eighty-six percent of the studies against output, 75% of those against withdrawal behaviors, and 77% against disruptions revealed significant effects. Goal setting, Appraisal and feedback, Sociotechnical systems redesign and Supervisory methods seem to be particularly effective in increasing output with better than 92% of such reported attempts yielding the desired increases. In addition to productivity increases, when quality of work life data were also collected in the experiment, across all studies 75% reported favorable changes; for changes in Supervisory methods and Socio-technical systems redesign the figures were both 100%.

Nicholas (1982) summarized the effects of 65 OD interventions
against 10 hard criteria: Turnover, Absenteeism, Grievances, Costs, Profits, Sales, Efficiency (e.g. input-output ratio), Production quantity (units per hour), Effectiveness (locally defined critical indices such as downtime, accidents), and Production quality.

Nicholas only included OD interventions that met the same experimental criteria as used by Katzell & Guzzo. He described three classes of OD interventions, Human processual (T-Groups, Team building, Survey Feedback), Technostructural (Job redesign and enrichment, Sociotechnical systems), and Multifaceted (the use of multiple behavioral techniques). The extent of overlap between Nicholas and Katzell & Guzzo is unknown since Nicholas does not cite Katzell et al (1977) and the Guzzo & Boudy (1983) book was probably "in press" when Nicholas' paper was prepared.

Nicholas' findings were less encouraging than those reported by Katzell & Guzzo about 50% of the studies revealed positive effects. There were no differences in overall success rate as a function of the general class of intervention but uniformly positive effects (about 70%) across criteria were associated with Socio-technical system and Participative Job enlargement (workers participate in the design) interventions.

A particularly interesting facet of Nicholas' findings, especially given the earlier concerns noted with units of analysis, was his subgrouping of interventions by group and organizational levels of analysis. This breakdown revealed that the Human process and Multifaceted interventions may have the most success at the organizational level whereas the Technostructural approaches work best.
at the group level.

It is difficult to know why Nicholas' findings were less positive than Katzell & Guzzo's. One possibility is that because Nicholas included only studies that were in the OD tradition, more micro individual-level interventions were excluded, the focus being more on unit/organizational productivity. A second, related, possibility concerns the criterion problems associated with large unit interventions, especially the opportunities for confounding of effects.

In any case, the Katzell & Guzzo and Nicholas summaries suggest that at least one-half and, more likely, 90 percent of the interventions that are published report a significant effect. While there may be interventions which are failures that do not get published (see Mirvis & Berg 1977 for some of these), there are undoubtedly successes that also fail to become published for proprietary reasons and because of the interventionist's lack of interest/time/expertise to publish.

Although reference to Technical Reports was explicitly excluded from this Review because of the abundance of the existing published literature, an attempt was made to ascertain the extent of successes that have not been published by exploring some Department of Defense (DOD) productivity programs. Oliver et al (1983) report, for example, that in the Army such programs as Productivity gainsharing (improvements in time to complete a task), Quality circles (solution to production problems by workers meeting at the work place), and Sociotechnical interventions have all been shown to be effective. An idea of the magnitude of these efforts in the Army, can be appreciated by considering the following: At eight sites with a total of 853
employees, gain sharing resulted in a savings of 74,000 personhours and payments of $376,000 to employees; at the many hundreds of Quality circles, when careful documentation is maintained, a return on investment in productivity of about 2 to 1 is not unusual (there appear to be no changes in attitudes); Sociotechnical interventions in many sites are currently underway, including formative as well as summative evaluation plans.

For the Navy, two sources of data were available. Crawford (1983) summarized efforts at the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC) where research on productivity has been underway since 1975. As in the Army, Gainsharing and Quality circles appear to have significant effects. Crawford notes that these are particularly useful when the larger context is receptive and supportive. Incidentally, Crawford also reported no changes in attitudes for the QC program.

More broadly, Broedling & Huff (1983) summarized all Navy productivity enhancement programs using Katzell & Guzzo's (1983) classification scheme (primarily). Twenty technical reports not published elsewhere are referenced in their report, with essentially all of them reporting significant effects. Organizational appraisal and feedback (survey feedback as an OD effort), Financial compensation (mostly gainsharing and other monetary incentives) and Supervisory methods (especially the implementation of traditional management practices) were the most frequently used methods. Some of the projects described by Broedling & Huff were "in process" but the wide variety of completed (fully evaluated) efforts and the apparent positive benefits were impressive.
Ginnett (1983) summarized similar efforts in the Air Force. In contrast to the Army and Navy interventions that have been accomplished under a centrally controlled authority (and most frequently on civilians), Air Force productivity improvement efforts are decentralized and most frequent with military rather than civilian personnel. Decentralization of the effort made it difficult for Ginnett to track down productivity improvement programs and some programs appeared to be relatively undocumented. Nonetheless work in all of Katzell & Guzzo's (1983) categories existed.

Finally, an overview of productivity programs throughout the Federal sector was presented by King et al (1983). This report is a sampling of more extensive talks presented at a workshop on productivity in the federal sector sponsored by the Office of Naval Research. Information from such diverse agencies as NASA, NSF and DOE, as well as DOD, are presented.

Pfeffer (1981:415) has noted (with tongue in cheek?) that "...in the field of organizational behavior, there is frequently very little that is either organizational or behavioral. Rather much of the research is a study of individual attitudes." The brief review of productivity enhancement efforts just presented suggests that considerable progress has been made on the behavioral and on the organizational level of analysis.

Given the enormous criterion problems that have been documented so well in so many places (e.g. Tuttle 1983) it is a tribute to researcher ingenuity (Daft 1983) that this large number of programmatic research efforts has been accomplished and documented.
Some themes emerging from the literature on productivity and productivity improvement follow:

1. Productivity is a term used to describe various organizationally relevant outcomes (quantity, quality, turnover), at all levels of analysis (individual, group, organizational).

2. Behavioral approaches to productivity improvement are effective far more often than not but they constitute only one kind of improvement efforts and should not be expected to accomplish everything (Hambrick & Schechter 1983, Tuttle 1983).

3. Productivity interventions are enhanced by systems-wide commitment to improvement and to the possibility that the intervention might yield improvement (Reilly & Fuhr 1983). This kind of commitment also facilitates the durability of the change (Goodman 1982).

4. Essentially all productivity improvement efforts are attempts at changing the group and or organizational context in the hopes of enhancing worker motivation. This comment does not apply to interventions of a personnel selection sort (Hunter & Schmidt 1983) but to all other interventions listed by Katzell & Guzzo (1983) and Nicholas (1982).

5. Productivity interventions rarely contribute to refinements of theory; they are attempts to capitalize on existing theory and data. As such, they most frequently have confounded micro variables in order to achieve an effect. In some sense, then, they follow the "burn the pig house down to get cooked pork" rule for action rather than trying to isolate precisely what needs to be done to achieve the desired result. But effect, not precision is the goal of action.
6. When converted into cost-benefit terminology (as in the Army and Navy reports in particular), the productivity improvements are very dramatic indeed in terms of dollars saved; this point will be addressed again below.

Utility

For at least 45 years (Taylor & Russell 1939) methods for calculating the dollar benefits of using personnel selection procedures for making decisions have been known. For 35 years (Brogden & Taylor 1950) techniques applicable to this calculation for any intervention have been known and for 20 years (Cronbach & Gleser 1965) application has been urged. Recently, Cascio (1982) has presented a wonderfully clear book filled with examples for calculating the utility of changes in organizations.

At its most basic level, the question of utility is: what is the dollar payoff? That is, taking into account the costs associated with an intervention (for example, improved selection, training, job design, job satisfaction, or socio technical system to achieve increased individual, unit or organizational productivity or decreased turnover), what are the benefits?

In the past, the major stumbling block to the calculation of utility was the standard deviation in dollar terms (Brogden & Taylor 1950) of the criterion variable -- the degree of variability on the index of productivity. Schmidt et al (1979) have apparently resolved this problem through a straightforward estimation procedure (for which good interrater reliability was obtained). In fact, once the relationship between a predictor and criterion is known (say the
relative presence or absence of a socio-technical systems organization design and production quality), and the standard deviation in productivity (here production quality) is known in dollar terms, the benefits of changing an organization more towards a socio-technical systems, say one-quarter standard deviation more towards socio-technical systems, can be calculated. From that calculation, of course, one subtracts the costs, (e.g. of consultants, lost production time, and so on) to estimate return-on-investment (ROI).

Personnel selection researchers and researchers in the Department of Defense have been doing these calculations now for a number of years; it is time for OB researchers in general and change agents in particular to also begin presenting them (Feldman 1983). Such data will be very impressive because the benefits add up very quickly and the costs of OB interventions are relatively negligible. Anyone doubting the potential payoff and the speed at which benefits accumulate should see Cascio (1982).

**Toward an Integrated View of OB**

OB exists at many levels of analysis, all of which are correct and appropriate foci for understanding the behavior, and the outcomes of behavior, in and of organizations. Indeed, it seems likely that larger units of analysis than are typically studied by OB researchers (e.g. industries), are amenable to study with behavioral variables (Hage 1980). What allows these multiple levels of research to form a gestalt, to all be under the OB umbrella, is a focus on human attributes. Assumptions about humans are tested, not simply stated (as e.g. in Economics), and they are tested with respect to important human outcomes.
regarding work and work organizations.

It would be an error to conclude that micro studies of the relationship between individual commitment or work motivation and turnover or performance will yield many valid insights into improved organizational functioning. Conversely, it would be similarly inappropriate to attempt to predict an individual's performance or turnover based on whether his/her organization functions in a dynamic or static environment. These are inappropriate and unreasonable because the predictors and criteria of interest exist at different levels of analysis.

This review has noted numerous instances of problems related to the level of analysis issue from misinterpretations about the level of analysis of early OB theoreticians to the use of the intergroup construct for understanding various levels of interpersonal relationships and, finally, to the interpretation of intervention efforts. It appears that neither researchers nor change agents have been careful in specifying the level of analysis of their foci and, one could argue, such carelessness has yielded a failure to substantiate hypotheses and/or to produce the desired change.

From a contemporary perspective on research and practice, the level of analysis issue cautions against the tendency to want to infer across levels. For example, if it is known that individual incentive systems produce higher rates of individual productivity it does not necessarily follow that an organization that puts all of its workers on individual incentive systems will be more productive. Similarly, it does not follow that an individual worker who works in an organization
characterized by the socio-technical systems perspective will be less likely to leave. The traditional incentive system example is calibrated to only handle individual prediction and understanding while the socio-technical system example is calibrated to predict rates of individual behavior at the group or organizational level of analysis. The motto is to pick your levels carefully.

In addition to cautions against making the ecological fallacy, the level of analysis issue suggests some potentially very interesting research. For example, what are the effects of individual incentive systems on unit and organizational productivity (Lawler 1981)? Or, what does working in a unit characterized by a socio-technical systems perspective do to suppress/enhance individual differences in individual productivity? The point here is not that some of these between-levels kinds of studies have not been proposed before (see Van de Ven 1981 for an excellent example) but that in doing these studies it must be clear why one would expect a variable at one level of analysis to be related to another variable at another level of analysis. The literature seems to be able to handle the first issue but it has lacked clarity on the second (Roberts et al 1978). Clarity on this second issue might permit more of an integration in OB now that it is clearly possible to bring about change at many levels of analysis through the manipulation of numerous theoretically relevant variables.

Conclusions

Older perspectives of OB are being used as bases for effective intervention and new questions are being raised about individual, group and organizational issues. More specifically, goal setting is the
dominant motivation perspective and commitment and stress seem to have replaced satisfaction as major thrusts in individual motivation and attitude theory and research. At the group level, leadership research appears to be languishing but group research may yet have a resurgence based on either or both intergroup theory and a normative framework that considers the emotional life of group members. At the organizational level of analysis, organizational culture has arrived as a vehicle for attempting to understand why some organizations seem to have characteristic thrusts and/or modes of functioning. Of special interest to culture researchers are the processes by which culture is transmitted in organizations.

It was noted that culture theory and research emerging about 25 years after the real start of OB was noteworthy, especially because both the conceptual framework and the level of analysis (the organization) are similar to earlier theories. Reviews of OB productivity enhancement interventions based on the theory and research in the field yielded encouraging data regarding effectiveness, especially for non-OD based interventions. Finally an argument was made for the conversion of OB findings into dollar utility estimates.

Throughout this review, a major methodological/conceptual theme concerned the issue of level of analysis. It was noted that research needs to be carried out (a) at the level of analysis compatible with the original conceptualization and (b) in which the levels of analysis of predictor and criterion are conceptually congruent (though not at all necessarily the same). In conclusion, it is clear that OB is alive and well and living on many levels.
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